Faculty Senate Resolution to Establish a Faculty Online Forum

Whereas it would be desirable to establish a vehicle for the identification, exploration, and considered analysis of university-wide issues by the faculty, with appropriate input from other members of the Cornell community, and

Whereas such a vehicle would serve to broaden the range of information and ideas brought to bear on faculty and administrative decisions, facilitate the linkage between Faculty Senators and their departmental colleagues, and strengthen the sense of community among Cornell faculty, and

Whereas the University Faculty website can be accessed freely by all members of the Cornell Community,

Therefore be it resolved that the Faculty Senate shall formalize an online forum, the Faculty Online Forum, accessible through the University Faculty website;

Be it further resolved that the Faculty Senate shall establish an Advisory Board to the aforementioned Forum that will recommend and monitor procedures, identify topics, and resolve disputes involving postings. The goals of the Advisory Board shall be to stimulate debate on issues before the Faculty Senate or University administration and to assure open expression of ideas, while encouraging a commitment to fact and collegiality; and

Be it finally resolved that the Office of the Dean of Faculty be assigned the responsibility to keep, maintain, and regularly update the Faculty Online Forum.
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